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The origin of
preplasmablastic cells
Jerome Moreaux | CHU Montpellier; Institute of Human Genetics; University of
Montpellier UFR Medicine; Institut Universitaire de France
In this issue of Blood, Pignarre et al characterize the genomic events involved in the cell fate decision between activated B cells and plasmablasts.1
Plasma cells (PCs) play an important role in humoral immunity by synthesizing and secreting antibodies.2 Understanding the biological processes
that control the production of PCs is critical to both ensure efﬁcient immune response without autoimmunity or immune deﬁciency and prevent
tumorigenesis. The production of interleukin-4 (IL-4) by follicular helper
T cells drives B-cell ampliﬁcation and maturation.3 However, the full molecular mechanisms behind these functions are not fully understood.

Pignarre et al report new biological events
driving normal B- to plasma-cell differentiation. Using an in vitro model, naive

B cells were cultured in a 2-step process,
which results in differentiation into plasmablasts,4 and the authors demonstrated

that cells are destined to differentiate
into PCs if there is an early response to IL4, which results in downregulation of the
CD23 cell-surface protein and IL-4/STAT6
signaling. However, B cells maintaining IL4 signaling did not differentiate. Furthermore, the differentiation of CD232cells is
associated with CBLB E3 ubiquitin ligase
downregulation, coinciding with IRF4 induction and with speciﬁc chromatin and
transcriptional modiﬁcations (see ﬁgure).
The changes were identiﬁed by ATAC
sequencing and hydroxymethylation proﬁling. However, no major changes in expression of epigenetic factors were noted.
CBLB is known to prevent premature
germinal center (GC) exit promoting IRF4
degradation in light zone B cells.5 Pignarre
et al reported potential STAT6 binding
sites in the CBLB promoter, suggesting
potential direct regulation, hence the
interest in characterizing STAT6 targets, using chromatin immunoprecipitation. CD232
B cells, postactivation, have the characteristics of preplasmablasts with a signiﬁcant
increase in chromatin accessibility at immunoglobulin heavy chain coding loci. Full
transcriptomic characterization of the proposed model at a single-cell level would be
particularly useful in deciphering the heterogeneity and transcriptional trajectories
during B- to plasma-cell differentiation.
The major transcriptional and epigenetic
changes reported by Pignarre et al may
be associated with changes in nuclear
organization during terminal B-cell differentiation. Gene regulation depends
on the 3-dimensional chromatin organization
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After activation, B cells that are committed to differentiate into PCs downregulate the CD23 cell-surface protein, IL-4/STAT6 signaling, and CBLB activity concomitantly with IRF4
induction. B cells that maintain the IL-4 signaling will not differentiate.
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and its regulatory elements. Recent data
obtained in a mouse model revealed
that B- to plasma-cell differentiation
is associated with major changes in
chromosome topology that could be
driven by PC biology or reﬂect enhancerinduced modiﬁcations in chromatin organization.6 B- to plasma-cell transition is
associated with compartmentalization
changes along with gain in genomic interactions across the Prdm1 locus, increasing genomic interactions between
promoter regions and regulatory elements, concurrent with transcriptional induction. In contrast, the early B-cell factor
1 (Ebf1) locus repositions to pericentromeric heterochromatin in association with
transcriptional repression. Furthermore,
the interchromosomal hubs reported
during B- to plasma-cell maturation are
associated with histone marks that deﬁne transcriptionally active or repressive
hubs. The epigenetic landscape characterization together with nuclear architecture study of the human B- to plasmacell differentiation model developed
by Pignarre et al may provide important ﬁndings for the understanding of the
molecular mechanisms driving B- to
plasma-cell fate.
IL-4 production by T-follicular helper and
STAT6 mutations activates and drives the
IL-4/STAT6 axis in follicular lymphoma.7
Recently, single-cell RNAseq characterization of puriﬁed GC B cells (GCBs)
generated a new single-cell cell of origin
classiﬁcation that identiﬁed distinct
prognostic subgroups within the GCB
and activated B-cell–like diffuse large
B-cell lymphoma subgroups.8 The analysis of these single-cell transcriptomic
resources derived from GC puriﬁed
B cells, in light of the new data provided
by Pignarre et al, may be of particular
interest. The results provided by Pignarre
et al provide new insights in the molecular mechanisms driving follicular lymphoma biology.
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Deletion 17p: a matter
of size and number?
Sonja Zweegman and Niels W. C. J. van de Donk | Amsterdam UMC
In this issue of Blood, Corre and colleagues provide solid evidence for a
profound negative impact of del(17p) in patients with myeloma who have
del(17p) in >55% of their plasma cells. This increased risk is independent of the
presence of a TP53 mutation.1
It is generally accepted that loss of the
short arm of chromosome 17 [del(17p)],
as determined by ﬂuorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) analysis, is the most
important high-risk factor in multiple
myeloma, negatively impacting both
progression-free survival (PFS) and overall
survival (OS).2,3 The loss of the TP53 gene,
encoding the tumor suppressor protein
p53, is supposed to underlie this dismal
outcome.4 There are limited and conﬂicting data on the impact of mutations in
the TP53 gene, either to a single allele or
when associated with del(17p), so-called
double hit disease. In a recent DNA sequencing analysis of ;800 heterogeneously treated patients, including
both transplant-eligible and noneligible
patients, performed by Walker and colleagues, a dismal outcome was found
only in patients with biallelic TP53 inactivation with a median OS of 20.7
months. In contrast, copy number loss of
17p only or 1 mutation in TP53 only lacked
prognostic impact, showing a similar
outcome as compared with patients with
TP53 wild type.5

Corre and colleagues used a different
approach in this study. They ﬁrst identiﬁed 121 newly diagnosed multiple myeloma patients (NDMM) with a del(17p) in
.55% of plasma cells who were uniformly treated with intensive therapy,
including an autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT). One-third of these
patients had an additional mutation in
TP53. As in the study by Walker and
colleagues, median OS in biallelic disease
was short, only 36 months. However, OS
was also signiﬁcantly worse in patients
with del(17p) without TP53 mutation(s),
compared with patients lacking del(17p)
(52.8 vs 152.2 months, respectively). Therefore, the study of Corre and colleagues
supports the continued use of FISH
analysis to identify high-risk patients
with a poor prognosis based on the
presence of del(17p) in .55% of myeloma
cells, without the need for additional
genome sequencing. This is important, as
FISH analysis is widely available and
standardized. In addition, FISH data are
available from contemporary clinical
studies, whereas DNA sequencing data,
and thus TP53 status, are generally missing.
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